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GOODBYE – ROBERT FROST - Selling our first home with mixed emotions,
this postcard is directed to the next resident, filled with radiance, and
nostalgic sadness. This is a fond farewell to my home in Western Sydney.

ZW15…

they are crying for their
mothers, long echoing wails into
the coming darkness; the bite of
wet sand and sting of warm salt;
someone's posted a crumb of your
history; people were beautiful in
those days; he plays like dialogue
filled with full stops and
exclamations; consolation
barbeques for defeated sports
stars; these other-side angels hang
their halos; the ground beneath her
seemed so far away; the sharp
black claws clinging to a worsted
wool breast;
I sneak in a thermos, in a crinkly plastic bag; the fridge seemed to be
much colder these days; and I began to unravel until there was no ‘I’
remaining; searching for cosmic alphabets; slow deliberate
electrocardiogram crutches; the lights are dimmed on the Eiffel Tower;
of course it would be breasts that changed his life; you tell her you’ve
found a new mum; her blood
seeping through the pages; leaving
a crumb-trail of condom wrappers;
all of a sudden, I was the job
interview; (burnout is a faceless
stalker – you don’t know what
hunts you;
those strange white girls who
sleep with those tattooed boys;
savage blood in green fields; their
heads lifting and their nostrils
sniffing the air; in the mauve of my
memory; they're supposed to be
cooked; for years he'd acted the
fraud; old gods shudder at the
change…
Farewell Mars Hill Café - S. Chamoun

